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Properly accommodating virtual 3D objects into real world scenes is an essential
challenge in creating immersive experiences in real-time mobile augmented reality
(AR) applications. Realistic shading of virtual objects is important in fusing
rendered 3D objects into real scenes.

Image-based lighting (IBL) methods are widely used in real-time computer graph-
ics applications to represent the surrounding lighting conditions and to utilize this
information in rendering. IBL methods typically use pre-processed high dynamic
range (HDR) environment maps as input. These HDR maps represent the high
dynamic range of light surrounding the shaded virtual objects.

Capturing HDR environment maps has been researched in real scenes, but the
existing methods apply restrictions that are not acceptable for many mobile AR
applications. Furhermore, no research exists that describes if and how a complete
automatic real-time IBL and physically based rendering (PBR) pipeline could be
formed for mobile AR applications.

A novel method for automatic construction of HDR environment maps is repre-
sented and compared against a standard dynamic range solution. Our method
is found to be suitable for real-time mobile AR applications. Additionally suit-
able methods for processing and usage of these maps are presented to suggest a
complete automatic real-time PBR and IBL based rendering solution for mobile
AR applications. The presented method is shown to be able to produce results
that are especially usable in image-based diffuse lighting and specular lighting
of rough surfaces, but could also be used to implement a complete IBL based
rendering solution.

Keywords: augmented reality, environment mapping, image-based light-
ing, physically based rendering

Language: English
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Virtuaalisten 3D-objektien visuaalisesti uskottava lisääminen oikean maailman
näkymiin on oleellinen haaste luotaessa reaaliaikaisia mukaansatempaavia lisätyn
todellisuuden mobiilisovelluksia. Virtuaaliobjektien realistinen sävytys on oleelli-
nen osa niiden sulavaa sijoittamista oikean maailman näkymiin.

Kuviin perustuvan valaistuksen (image base lighting, IBL) menetelmiä käytetään
laajasti reaaliaikaisissa tietokonegrafiikkasovelluksissa sävyttämään virtuaaliob-
jekteja ympäristön perusteella. Nämä menetelmät vaativat yleensä esikäsiteltyjä
HDR-ympäristökarttoja (high dynamic range). Näiden ympäristökarttojen tuot-
tamista on tutkittu sekä virtuaalisissa että oikeissa ympäristöissä. Esitetyt oi-
keisiin ympäristöihin soveltuvat menetelmät sisältävät kuitenkin rajoituksia, jot-
ka tekevät niistä sopimattomia osaan lisätyn todellisuuden mobiilisovelluksista.
Ei ole myöskään tutkittu jos ja miten voitaisiin tuottaa yhtenäinen reaaliaikai-
seen IBL:ään ja fysiikkaan perustuvaan renderöintiin (physically based rendering,
PBR) pohjautuva renderöintiketju, joka soveltuisi lisätyn todellisuuden mobiili-
sovelluksiin.

Tämä työ esittelee uuden menetelmän HDR-ympäristökarttojen luomiseen ja sitä
verrataan tässä työssä toteutettuun normaalin dynamiikan ympäristökarttojen
tuottamismenetelmään. Esitetyn menetelmän todetaan olevan soveltuva reaaliai-
kaisiin lisätyn todellisuuden mobiilisovelluksiin. Sen osoitetaan olevan erityisen
soveltuva ympäristöön perustuvan diffuusisti heijastettavan valon ja keskikarkei-
den sekä karkeiden pintojen heijastaman valon kaappaamiseen.

Lisäksi esitetään soveltuvia menetelmiä tuotetun informaation suodattamiseen
IBL ja PBR menetelmiin soveltuvaan muotoon. Täten työssä esitetään kokonai-
nen automaattinen prosessi ympäristöön perustuvan sävytyksen toteuttamiseen
lisätyn todellisuuden mobiilisovelluksissa.

Asiasanat: lisätty todellisuus, ympäristön kartoitus, kuviin perustuva va-
laistus

Kieli: Englanti
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Abbreviations and Acronyms

AR Augmented Reality
HDR High Dynamic Range
SDR Standard Dynamic Range
NDC Normalized Device Coordinates
API Application Programming Interface
PBR Physically Based Rendering
IBL Image-Based Lighting
BRDF Bi-Directional Reflectance Distribution Function
OpenGL Open Graphics Library
OpenCV Open Source Computer Vision Library
GLSL OpenGL Shading Language
GPU Graphics Processing Unit
EM Environment Map
REM Reference Environment Map
ECC Enhanced Correlation Coefficient
FPS Frames per Second
IDE Integrated Development Environment
SDK Sofware Development Kit
NDK Native Development Kit
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Augmented reality (AR) applications let users view the real world with added
virtual content. These applications can be useful both for recreational and
professional use [24]. Figure 1.1 shows a screen capture of Mission E AR
mobile application. In this application users can place a virtual car in the
real world and look at it through the mobile devices screen. User is also
able to drive the car as it was a radio controlled toy car by using the control
buttons on the screen.

Figure 1.1: Virtual car placed in a real scene in Mission E AR mobile appli-
cation running on Android mobile phone.

The quality of the experience that an user gets from an augmented reality
application depends on multiple factors and the factors depend on the type
of the application. [24] Usually one of the contributing factors is how well the
augmented objects fit in the real scene visually. The ultimate goal, for AR
applications that aim for visual realism, is to achieve such level that users are
not be able to distinguish between real and virtual objects. In those kinds
of AR applications it is important to blend the virtual objects into the real
scene as well as possible. The Porche car in figure 1.1 could be considered to
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 8

visually blend in the scene quite well. In contrast, it is easy to see that the
virtual chair in figure 1.2 is not real. The appearance of the chair does not
appear to be consistent with the appearance of the real scene.

Figure 1.2: A real scene with one virtual chair. Screenshot captured from
Ikea Place iOS AR mobile application.

1.1 Problem statement

To achieve high visual quality of virtual objects in AR application many
things have to be taken into account. The objects have to have a size that
is consistent with the environment. For example a virtual golf ball should
not be as large as humans that appear in the scene. Also the objects should
follow the same physical laws that corresponding real world objects would.
For example when a user drops virtual golf ball into the scene it should fall
until it hits the floor, bounce for a while and then settle on the ground.

In addition to these features realistic shading of the virtual objects has a
high influence on the realism that an AR application can produce. Shading
is the process where a color is calculated for a surface. Almost all real ob-
jects look different under different lighting conditions. They appear different
for example in dark indoor conditions and under bright sunlight. Addition-
ally objectss made of different physical materials, such as leather or plastic,
appear different to human eye. To strive towards realistic looking virtual ob-
jects it is necessary to take these things into account when drawing virtual
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objects. For this it is necessary to gain information about the surrounding
real environment and model the diverse materials and light interactions that
appear in the real world.

These contributing factors are illustrated in figure 1.3. This thesis focuses
on shading of the virtual objects and it can be seen indistinct from the
other contributing factors. Correct sizing and placement of objects requires
recognizion of geometric features of the real scene and is an important area
in computer vision research. Mechanic interaction of virtual and real objects
can be achieved with appropriate mechanic physics modelling.

Focus of this thesis

Information of the
surrounding
environment

Material and light
modelling

Visual quality of
augmented objects

in AR
Size and placement

of objects Mechanic interaction

Realistic shading

Figure 1.3: Illustration of factors that contribute to the visual realism of
virtual objects in real scenes.

Existing research provides good solutions for realistic shading of virtual
objects. These methods require information about the surrounding environ-
ment, but they are also able to produce rendering results that fit well in real
scenes. Several methods have also been proposed for capturing this informa-
tion, but they tend to have strict constraints to work properly and thus they
produce significant limitations to applications that use them.

The most typical constraint that these existing methods present is the
need for calibration that may require special equipment or certain actions
from the users. This may be acceptable for some applications, but undesire-
able for others. For example it is most likely undesireable for an AR game
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to require users to perform certain calibration steps every time they start up
the application, which might happen several times per day. Other typical
constraint of the existing solutions is that the user is not allowed to move.
This is definitely undesireable for example for decoration programs where
user may want to view virtual furniture from different angles. A screenshot
of Ikea’s AR interior design mobile application is shown in figure 1.4. In Ikea
Place users can place virtual furniture in their homes and view them from
different angles. This can be usefull when deciding which furniture to buy
for an apartment.

Figure 1.4: A real scene with two added virtual chairs. Screenshot captured
from Ikea Place iOS AR application.

The existing methods can definitely produce high quality results, but
due to their constraints they are not applicable to all AR applications and
thus a less restrictive method would be usefull for many AR applications.
To reduce the constraints some compromises have to be made. The most
obvious compromise is the quality of the captured environment information.
In many cases a moderate decrease in precision may be acceptible if the
method becomes more applicable to different scenarios. For example in AR
games and decoration programs the precision of the environment information
can be relatively low and still it can most likely be used to produce better
visual results than without any environment information at all.

This thesis presents a novel automatic environment based rendering so-
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lution for virtual objects for mobile AR applications. It aims to minimize
the usage constraints of the method while still producing better results than
methods that do not take the environment into account. The process does
not require any pre-computation or calibration unlike existing methods. It
allows the user to move freely and can be performed in background without
slowing down the host AR application.

Figure 1.5 illustrates the proposed method on a high level. The method
consists of two parts that are both suitable for real-time mobile AR applica-
tions.

1. Automatic capturing of HDR environment maps

2. Processing HDR environment maps for use with image based lighting
rendering methods

The two phase continuing process produces high dynamic range environ-
ment maps that can be used in realistic rendering of virtual objects using
image based lighting methods. We focus on the capturing part and it is
implemented as a mobile test application. Suitable methods from existing
research for implementing the processing part are presented and examined.

Render virtual objects
with image based lighting

methods

1. Capture environment
information in the form of

environment maps

2. Process environment maps for
use in real-time rendering with IBL

methods

Utilize processed 
environment maps 
in rendering 

Figure 1.5: Illustration of our method on a high level.
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1.2 Structure of this Thesis

Chapter 2 examines relevant subjects of computer graphics and augmented
reality. Chapter 3 analyzes the existing methods relevant to the problem,
their drawbacks and the proposed method. The implementation of the pro-
posed method is described in chapter 4. The quality of the presented method
is evaluated by analyzing the results in chapter 5. Chapter 6 sums up the
benefits and drawbacks of the implemented method and presents possible
areas for further research and improvement.



Chapter 2

Background

This chapter presents existing research that is related to the presented chal-
lenges. Basic computer graphics concepts, augmented reality and how ex-
isting research addresses environment based lighting in real scenes are ex-
plained.

2.1 Augmented Reality

Augmented reality is considered to be born when Sutherland introduced a
head-mounted display in his research in 1968 [45]. The term Augmented
Reality was coined later by David Mizell et al. when they developed the
first industrial application for Boeing [12]. Augmented reality is a form of
virtual reality where user can see partly virtual and partly real content. The
aim is to produce an experience where the virtual and real content coexist in
the same space. Augmented reality can be used to improve users perception
and interaction with the real environment. Several different fields are known
to be able to benefit from augmented reality applications. These include
entertainment, medical care and military. [6]

Figure 2.1 shows screenshots from two different types of AR applications.
On the left is view from Measure iOS mobile application which can be used
to measure real world objects. On the right is a screen capture of AR Dragon
mobile game where the user can take care of a virtual dragon.

13



CHAPTER 2. BACKGROUND 14

Figure 2.1: Screen captures of two augmented reality mobile applications.

To produce realistic augmented reality experiences the virtual objects
have to be correctly aligned to the real world [6] and visually consistent with
the real environment [2]. To produce visually consistent results both the real
and virtual objects have to have consistent illumination. To achieve this the
illumination of the real world has to be captured and applied to the virtual
objects. [30]

Implementing augmented reality applications on consumer mobile devices
produces new challenges due to limited features and computing power. As
personal mobile devices have become basic everyday assets, mobile aug-
mented reality has great potential in reaching wide audiences. Many new
application areas have been proposed for mobile augmented reality such as
travel, interior design and marketing. [24]

2.2 Rendering

Rendering is a term for generating images from 2D or 3D virtual models with
a computer program. The models consist of multiple primitives, which are
usually triangles. A large number of rendering methods have been introduced
during the 20th century. The first rendering method is considered to be ray
casting by Appel [4] from 1968. Figure 2.2 shows a screen capture from a
game that produces its imaginery with rendering. Rendering methods can
be harshly divided into two categories.
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Figure 2.2: Screen capture from Counter Strike: Global Offensive™video
game which is courtesy of Valve™Corporation. The image has been produced
with rendering.

Ray tracing methods follow the travesal of light in the scene for each
pixel in the rendered image. A ray, or multiple rays, are cast from view
point through each pixel of the image towards the scene as illustrated in
figure 2.3. When the ray hits an object the ray traversal process may stop
or cast additional rays, depending on the method. When the tracing process
is complete for a pixel, a value is computed for each point where the ray
intersected a primitive. The algorithm for calculating this value may take
into account for example the light source positions, the surface characteristics
and the texture value of the intersection point. When these values have been
computed a final value for the ray is computed based on these values. The
resulting value is then assigned to the processed pixel of the final image. If
multiple rays are used per pixel the final value is typically calculated as the
average of the ray values.
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Raytracing Rasterization

For each pixel trace ray: 
    For each primitive: 
        Ray hit primitive? 

Hit

Image pixels

Ray

For each primitive: 
    For each pixel: 
        Primitive covers pixel? 

Scene primitives

Scene primitives

Image pixels

Figure 2.3: Illustration of the general ideas behind ray tracing and rasteri-
zation rendering techniques.

Ray tracing is computationally intensive and has mostly been used in non
real-time (offline) rendering, but in the recent years technologies applicable
to real time applications have started to emerge. For real-time applications
an alternative approach called rasterization [42] is still most widely used.
Rasterization methods process each scene primitive for each image pixel and
generate a so called fragment for each pixel that contains the processed prim-
itive as illustrated in figure 2.3. Fragments can be seen as a potential screen
pixels. Multiple fragments may be generated for a single pixel if primitives
overlap. In case of opaque objects the closest fragment is turned into a pixel
in the resulting image. In case of partially transparent or translucent ob-
jects multiple fragments can contribute to the final pixel value of the end
image. Rasterization is efficient and most of today’s graphics hardware use
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rasterization based pipeline for accelerating graphics rendering.

2.2.1 The Rendering Equation

The rendering equation defines the radiance leaving a point to certain direc-
tion. It is the sum of the radiance emitted by the surface and the radiance
reflected by it. In practice the equation is used to evaluate how much light
a certain point in a scene radiates towards a point of interest, which in most
cases is the point of view. Rendering equation was simultaneously introduced
by Immel et al [25] and Kajiya [27] in 1986. The rendering equation is based
on the physical phenomenon known as the law of conservation of energy.
Solving the rendering equation precisely would allow us to render perfectly
photorealistic images.

Equation 2.1 shows the rendering equation as presented by Kajiya [27].
It states that the outgoing radiance of wavelength λ of point x at time t is
the sum of emitted radiance and integral of the received radiance over the
hemisphere. It can also be seen that the received radiance from a certain di-
rection depends on the angle between the direction and the surface normal,
the intensity of the received radiance and the reflectance equation fr. The
reflection equation defines how much light surfaces transport to different di-
rections and can be approximated in rendering to produce realistic synthetic
images.

Lo(x, ωo, λ, t) = Le(x, ωo, λ, t) +

∫
Ω

fr(x, ωi, ωo, λ, t)Li(x, ωi, λ, t) (ωo · n) dωi

(2.1)
Where,

x = The location of the point in the scene
ωo = The direction of interest
ωi = The direction of the incoming light
λ = The wavelength of interest
n = The surface normal of the point
Ω = The hemisphere
t = Time of interest
Lo = Outgoing radiance
Li = Incoming radiance
Le = Emitted radiance
fr = The bi-directional reflectance equation
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2.2.2 Reflection model

A reflection model defines how surfaces reflect light. Different reflection
models produce different looking results when rendering the same scene under
same environment. A reflection model can be described with a reflectance
equation that defines how bright a lit surface appears from a certain direction.

Many reflection models handle the amount of reflected light in two com-
ponents. The first component models the diffuse reflection which is constant
towards all directions in the hemisphere. The second part known as the
specular reflection depends on the viewing direction.

A reflection model is considered to be physically based if it complies with
the following three rules:

1. fr(x, ωi, ωo) ≥ 0

2. fr(x, ωi, ωo) = fr(x, ωo, ωi)

3. Compliance with the law of conservation of energy

The first rule defines that the surface can not drain energy from the
reflection direction and thus the amount of reflected light cannot be negative.
The second rule is known as Helmholtz reciprocity and it states that if the
incoming and outgoing directions are swapped the resulting reflection amount
must be equal [32]. The third rule requires that the reflection model must
follow the law of conservation of energy [32] and therefore the surface can
not reflect more light than it receives.

Bidirectional reflectance equation (BRDF) is an equation used to define
how surfaces reflect light. It provides the amount of reflected light relative
to the amount of incoming light. Equation 2.2 shows a BRDF fr.

fr(ωi, ωr) =
dLr(ωr)

dEi(ωi)
=

dLr(ωr)

Li(ωi) cos(θi)dωi

(2.2)

Where,

fr = The bi-directional reflectance equation
dLr(ωr) = The reflected radiance
dEi(ωi) = The incoming irradiance
dLi(ωi) = The incoming radiance
θi = The angle between incoming direction ωi and surface normal n
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ωi
ωrn

θi

Figure 2.4: Illustration of vectors involved in a BRDF

Figure 2.4 illustrates the directions that are used in the definition of a
BRDF. ωr is the direction of reflected light, ωi is the direction of incom-
ing light and n is the surface normal. As each reflection model uses its
own BRDF, many different BRDF’s exist with varying levels of realism and
complexity such as Phong [41], Blinn-Phong [9], Cook-Torrance [13] and
Ashikhmin-Shirley [5].

2.3 Global illumination

Global illumination is a term for methods that implement indirect lighting in
3D computer graphics applications. With indirect lighting, not only the light
coming directly from light sources is considered, but also the light coming
from all other surfaces is taken into account. This is a desired goal as scenes
rendered with indirect lighting tend to look more realistic than scenes lit only
by direct lighting. Figure 2.5 shows an example scene rendered with photon
mapping global illumination technique [26].
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Figure 2.5: A scene rendered with photon mapping global illumination tech-
nique. This image has been taken from the research paper of Jensen [26].

Perfect global illumination calculations are not possible to implement as
in theory all surface points receive light from infinite amount of other surface
points. Therefore the implementations have to approximate, but even high
quality approximations tend to be computationally intensive [46]. In real-
time rendering the methods have to be fast compared to methods that are
suitable for offline calculations. In real time applications a global illumination
solution is often precalculated for the static part of the scene and applied at
run time to the dynamic objects.

2.4 Physically based rendering

Physically based rendering aims to implement rendering in a physically cor-
rect way. Typically physically based rendering methods are based on phys-
ically based reflectance equations as described in section 2.2.2. Figure 2.6
shows an example of a scene rendered with a physically based shading model.
One of the most commonly used physically based reflectance equations is the
Cook-Torrance BRDF [13]. The Cook-Torrance BRDF is based on micro
facet theory according to which surfaces consist of tiny micro facets that
have certain alignments.
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Figure 2.6: An animation film scene rendered with Disney’s physically based
shading model. Taken from presentation notes of Burley [11].

In computer graphics surfaces are often considered to be non-emitting as
the lack of emittance does not essentially impact the realism of most surfaces.
The equation may also be considered without the position x. Then equation
2.3 shows the rendering equation using an arbitrary BRDF fr.

Lo(ρ, ωo) =

∫
Ω

frLi(ωi)n · ωidωi (2.3)

Equation 2.4 describes the Cook-Torrance BRDF. As described in sec-
tion 2.2.2 the Cook-Torrance model divides the reflectance model into two
separate components. The first component represents the diffuse reflections
and the second one the specular reflections. kd is the portion of light that
gets diffusely reflected and ks is the portion that gets specularly reflected.
flambert is the lambertian diffuse component which defines how light get re-
flected from an ideal diffuse surface. fcook−torrance is the specular component
that is defined in the Cook-Torrance reflectance model. [13]

fr = kdflambert + ksfcook−torrance (2.4)

Equation 2.5 describes the rendering equation using the Cook-Torrance
BRDF.

Lo(ρ, ωo) =

∫
Ω

(
kd
ρ

π
+ ks

DFG

4 (ωo · n) (ωi · n)

)
Li(ρ, ωi)n · ωidωi (2.5)
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Equation 2.6 divides the rendering equation using Cook-Torrance BRDF
into two integrals. The first integral considers the light that gets diffusively
reflected and the second integral considers the specularly reflected light.

Lo(ρ, ωo) =

∫
Ω

kd
ρ

π
Li(ρ, ωi)n ·ωidωi +

∫
Ω

ks
DFG

4 (ωo · n) (ωi · n)
Li(ρ, ωi)n ·ωidωi

(2.6)
The Cook-Torrance BRDF relies on the product of D, F and G terms.

The distribution function D describes the amount of microfacets that are
aligned towards certain direction. The geometry term G produces calculates
how much the microfacets are shadowing each other. The Freshnel term F
is used to describe how the surface reflects light at different angles. These
terms are explained in detail in Cook et al.’s publication [13].

2.5 Environment mapping

Environment mapping, also known as reflection mapping, is a method for
producing environment based reflections on surfaces of reflective objects.
According to Debevec [1] environment mapping was first introduced simul-
taneously by Miller et al. and Chou et al. around 1982-1983.

An environment map (EM) is an image representation of the environment
surrounding a point in a scene. This omnidirectiol image information is stored
into an image such as the one in figure 2.7. An environment map can be
used to produce realistic reflections on objects and when further processed,
in image based lighting methods to shade object based on the surrounding
lighting conditions. A common approach is to use a single environment
map to represent the environment surrounding the environment at infinite
distance. Additionally local EM’s can be used to take into account the local
environment that applies only at a specific point in the scene.
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Figure 2.7: Environment view stored as a texture in cube map format. This
image has been taken from the publication of Greene [21].

2.5.1 Environment map types

The omnidirectional view of the environment can be stored into an image
with different projections. Sphere maps store the environment view within
a circle in a texture. An example of an environment view stored as a sphere
map is shown in figure 2.18. A sphere map corresponds to the view of an
orthographic camera that photographs a mirror ball as illustrated in figure
2.8. Orthographic camera is a camera that does not produce perspective
images like human vision and traditional cameras. These kinds of cameras
are commonly used in computer aided design (CAD) programs. Spherical
environment maps can thus be easily created by photographing a reflective
sphere placed in a scene. Spherical maps used to be the standard format in
environment mapping, but they have significant drawbacks. Spherical maps
produce severe distortion near the edges of the map as the sphere of directions
is projected on to a plane. They also waste pixels as the map does not fill
the entire two dimensional image. Due to these drawbacks cube maps have
replaced sphere maps in most applications.
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Figure 2.8: Illustration of how spherical environment maps can be con-
structed by photographing a reflective sphere with an orthographic camera.

Miller et al.’s notes from 1984 described how omnidirectional view of
the environment can be stored to six faces of a cube [37]. This approach was
further researched by Greene in 1986 [21] and is illustrated in figure 2.7. This
method became known as cube mapping and it is currently the most popular
environment map projection format. Most modern graphics processing units
(GPU) include hardware acceleration for accessing data represented as a cube
map and thus it can be highly efficient. Due to the projection of the spherical
environment to six faces of a cube they include some distortion, but it is less
severe than in spherical maps.

Also other types of environment maps exist, such as dual paroboloid maps
[23], but they have not been as widely adopted as cube and sphere maps.

2.5.2 Image based lighting

Image based lighting (IBL) is a technique for environment based lighting that
evolved from environment mapping. Miller et al.’s [37] notes first described
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how environment maps can be pre-processed to perform image based diffuse
and specular lighting in real time. The aim of image based lighting is to
provide an efficient method to shade objects under environments lighting
conditions without the need for computationally heavy raytracing methods.
Image based lighting methods use processed environment maps to efficiently
perform lighting calculations when shading virtual objects. Figure 2.9 shows
an example scene rendered with IBL methods.

Figure 2.9: Image based lighting of virtual objects using a captured environ-
ment map. This image is taken from the tutorial by Debevec [16].

Each pixel of a reflection map can be seen as the radiance emitted from a
certain direction towards the center point of the map. To light an object with
the lighting information from the environment map we need to find out how
much light each fragment of the rasterized object receives. The total amount
of radiance received by a surface is measured with a unit called irradiance. To
calculate how much irradiance a surface patch receives we have to integrate
the radiance over the whole hemisphere as seen in figure 2.10.
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Figure 2.10: Illustration of how a fragment receives light from all direction
of the hemisphere aligned towards the surface normal.

This would require enormous amount of texture lookups and cannot be
done in real-time even with hardware accelerated sampling. To be able to
efficiently retrieve the irradiance received by a surface patch at run time,
the irradiance received by the centerpoint from a specific direction can be
pre-integrated into another texture image. This processed map is called an
irradiance map and it can be used to retrieve the total irradiance received by
a surface fragment with a single texture lookup. This lookup is done from
the direction of the surface normal of the evaluated fragment.

Depending on the used shading model and the BRDF an irradiance map
is not usually enough to shade the model. The irradiance map can be used
to calculate the diffuse lighting reflected by the surface, which is indepen-
dent of the direction of view, with a single lookup, but cannot be used for
specular lighting. For example for one of the most commonly used physi-
cally based reflection models, the Cook-Torrance reflection model, also the
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specular component of the equation needs to be evaluated. The challenge in
approximating the specular part is that the amount of reflected specular light
depends on the view direction. For simple BRDF’s, the original unprocessed
environment map could be used to produce sharp reflections by retrieving
a single value from the reflection direction. In more sophisticated BRDF’s
solving the reflected specular light is more complex.

When presented visually the values of the Cook-Torrance BRDF form
a lobe. Its shape depends on the material roughness parameter and the
incoming light direction. This lobe, that consists of positive BRDF values,
is aligned towards the incoming lights reflection direction rL, as illustrated
in image a of figure 2.11. The total amount of specularly reflected light that
is received by a certain direction from point p is similarly related to these
BRDF values that form the lobe. This only an other way to view how the
BRDF affects lighting calculations, but it may be easier to understand where
the total specular light corresponding to a certain direction of view V and
roughness comes from. This is visualized in image b of figure 2.11.

Environment
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model

p

specular
lobe
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Environment

n
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V V
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"Where the light  
arriving to V comes from"
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b1

b1
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b1=BRDF(L1,V)
b2=BRDF(L2,V)

Figure 2.11: Illustrations of specular BRDF reflection lobes that correspond
to a certain roughness parameter value of the Cook-Torrance BRDF. a.) de-
scribes the lobe relatively to the direction of incoming light and b.) relatively
to the direction of view.

In theory it would be possible to precalculate the integrals of different
sized lobes into image maps similarly to the irradiance integral. This would
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however lead to overwhelming amount of maps as the specular lobe integral
depends, in addition to the roughness parameter, both on surface normal
direction and the direction of view. Thus other solutions for calculating the
specular reflections are necessary for use in real-time applications.

The integral estimation could also be done relatively fast with clever
sampling. Karis et al. [31] describes how a mathematical method known
as importance sampling could be used to approximate the radiance integral
on the fly. According to them the sample count should however be over 16
to produce decent results. This many samples can not be afforded in most
real-time applications.

2.5.3 Split sum approximation

To be able to efficiently retrieve an approximated integral of the Cook-
Torrance specular reflection lobe Karis et al. presented an approximating
method that is suitable for use in real-time applications. [31]

Equation 2.7 describes how the rendering equation complemented with
the Cook-Torrance BRDF can be divided into two terms. kd is the portion of
the light that gets diffusively reflected and ks the portion that gets specularly
reflected. ρ is the color of the surface without any light. This is typically
a value from an image that is placed on the surface of a model to give it
a certain kind of look. These kind of images are known as textures and
applying them to models is known as texturing.

Lo(ρ, ωo) =

∫
Ω

(
kd
ρ

π
+ ks

DFG

4 (ωo · n) (ωi · n)

)
Li(ρ, ωi)n · ωidωi

=

∫
Ω

kd
ρ

π
Li(ρ, ωi)n · ωidωi +

∫
Ω

ks
DFG

4 (ωo · n) (ωi · n)
Li(ρ, ωi)n · ωidωi

(2.7)

The first term describes how a point reflects light diffusively. The diffuse
part is assumed to be lambertian so it scatters light evenly in every direction
above the surface normal. Thus the diffuse part does not depend on the view
direction. The second term describes the specular reflection of the surface.
The specular reflection depends both on the incoming light direction and the
direction of view. Therefore it is practical to handle the diffuse and specular
parts separately in real-time implementations.

As the irradiance map represents the total irradiance received by a surface
point with a certain normal direction the amount of reflected diffuse radiance
in a any direction can be calculated according to equation 2.8. Assuming the
the value of E(n) is calculated into an irradiance environment map the result
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of this equation can be efficiently calculated during run time with a single
texture lookup.

Lo(ρ, ωo) = kd
ρ

π
E(n) (2.8)

The split sum approximation approximates the the specular integral by
representing it as the product of two integrals shown in formula 2.9.

∫
Ω

ks
DFG

4 (ωo · n) (ωi · n)
Li(ρ, ωi)n · ωidωi

≈
∫

Ω

Li(ρ, ωi)dωi ∗
∫

Ω

DFG

4 (ωo · n) (ωi · n)
n · ωidωi

(2.9)

Additionally Karis et al. make an approximation that the view direction
ωo is always equal to the surface normal n. Therefore the shape of the spec-
ular reflection lobe becomes round in all cases instead of elliptical at grazing
angles and the effect of specular elongation is lost. Specular elongation is the
phenomenom where the shape of the specular reflection changes depending
on the polar angle between the surface normal and the view direction. This
effect can often be seen in the real world when looking at the reflection of
moon on water.

With these simplifications the values of the integrals only depend on the
angle between the surface normal and the incoming light direction. With
this approach the result of the first integral can be stored in a hierarchy of
pre-integrated environment maps corresponding to different roughness levels.
The second integral is stored as a single two dimensional lookup texture
called the BRDF integration table. This lookup table is shown in figure
2.12. The two dimensional lookup texture contains precalculated BRDF
values for different angles between n and ωi and roughness levels. With
these textures have been created a specular reflection value of a surface with
certain roughness for a specific viewing direction can be retrieved with two
texture lookups. [31]
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Figure 2.12: Pre-calculated BRDF integration look up table used in the
rendering solution of Karis. Taken from the whitepaper by Karis [31].

2.6 Rendering in mobile augmented reality

Rendering in mobile augmented reality applications can be divided into to
two phases. The first one is to render the virtual objects and the second
one is to render changes to the real environment. These steps are visualized
in figure 2.13. In figure 2.13 a virtual character is first rendered and then
applied to the view of the real scene to produce a final image with both real
and virtual content.

1. Render virtual content typically 
with static lighting conditions 

2. Apply rendered virtual content  
to real scene

+

Resulting image with real and  
virtual content

Figure 2.13: Illustration of a typical mobile AR application rendering process.
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Most current mobile AR applications render virtual object with static
light conditions that do not take the environment into account as was illus-
trated in the figure 2.13. Some applications and frameworks, such as Google’s
ARCore [20], use environment based factors to scale a static lighting model
to improve realism as illustrated in figure 2.14. These factors may include the
overall scene light intensity and light color. These kinds of factors can not
take into account the directional differences in lighting conditions. As these
factors may produce acceptable results in some cases it is far from realistic
and thus a higher quality solution would be desireable.

Render virtual content with  
adjusted static lighting conditions 

Measure environment lighting as a 
single parameter at the start or during  
the execution 

information

Figure 2.14: Illustration of how simple measurements of environments light-
ing conditions may be used to scale the static lighting conditions

2.6.1 Image based lighting of virtual objects in real
scenes

Image based lighting methods can be used to model and store the lighting
conditions of both virtual and real environments. With IBL it is possible
to produce high quality environment based diffuse and specular lighting on
virtual objects as illustrated in figure 2.15. It is possible to efficiently produce
reflections of varying sharpnesses depending on the roughness of the rendered
surface.
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Figure 2.15: Image rendered with Unreal Engine 4 that utilizes IBL methods.
Taken from whitepaper by Karis [31]

As explained earlier IBL methods use omnidirectional image represen-
tations of the surroundings as input. In virtual environments the capturing
process of these environment maps is trivial and accurate to perform, but real
scenes are more challenging to capture. Also with IBL methods the captured
EMs have to be processed before they can be efficiently used in real-time
rendering. The processing is a computationally intensive with mathemati-
cally accurate algorithms and in many cases done offline. This presents a
challenge for real-time mobile AR applications as the processing has to be
done during run time with the captured environment information.

2.6.2 Capturing environment maps of real scenes

Cube environment maps can be easily produced in virtual scenes by rendering
the scene multiple times from the desired point in the scene towards different
faces of the cube. In real scenes the situation is less trivial as such precise
control is not available.

To contain the high dynamic range light information of natural light the
EM’s have to be in HDR format. Dynamic range is the ratio between smallest
and highest possible intensity values. In virtual scenes the acqusition of a
HDR environment map is easy as a HDR format can be used when rendering
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the environment map. In real scenes a HDR camera may be used, but if a
method should work on a regular consumer cameras, which capture standard
dynamic range (SDR) images, a more complex process is required. Also the
capture conditions of real scenes can not be controlled as precisely as in
virtual scenes. Unexpected events, such as new objects or a change in scene
illumination, may occur during environment capturation. It would also be
desireable to allow the user to move during the capturing process.

Debevec presented a method where the scene is captured by photograph-
ing a reflective sphere with multiple shutter speeds. [15] The captured
images are combined to obtain HDR radiance information. Then the ra-
diance is projected to distant scene geometry which is approximated as a
box to create an environment map. Example SDR images of the reflective
sphere photographed with Debevecs method using multiple exposure times
are shown in figure 2.16. Similar to Debevec’s method [15], Agusanto et
al. introduced a method for constructing HDR environment maps of real
scenes. In their method a reflective sphere is placed in the upcoming loca-
tion of the object. The sphere is then photographed with multiple exposure
times to obtain several SDR photographs of the surrounding environment
with different dynamics. The SDR images are then used to create an HDR
environment map. [2] Pedersen presented yet another reflective sphere based
method for accomodating virtual objects into a real scene. In his method
the radiance of the scene is captured at multiple locations by photograph-
ing a reflective sphere. To get the HDR radiance from all directions the
sphere is photographed with a HDR camera from two or more directions and
the resulting images are stitched together to form an omnidirectional HDR
environment map. The approximate surrounding geometry is modelled man-
ually and the captured light probes are placed in corresponding locations
of the virtual representation of the scene. The locations of the light probes
in the virtual scene are obtained by back-projecting the obtained EMs to
the approximated scene geometry. Then a virtual camera is placed into the
locations of the light probes and depth values are retrieved and stored into
each texel of the EMs. [40]
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Figure 2.16: A reflective sphere photographed with multiple exposure times.
Taken from the research paper of Debevec [15].

Figure 2.17: Illustration of Meyer et al.’s method. CA and CB are two REM’s
closest to the reflection intersection point I. Shaded point P reflects the view
ray V to the intersection point I on the wall of a building. Taken from the
research paper of Meyer et al. [36]

Meyer et al. proposed a method to produce reflections in real time on
moving cars which is illustrated in figure 2.17. In their solution they pre-
sented reference environment maps (REMs), that are environment maps cap-
tured from a specific position in the virtual scene. REMS include color and
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depth information of the surrounding scene. In their method they generate
REMs to a number of strategical positions in the scene and at run time gener-
ate a local environment map for each dynamic object. At rendering time they
find the point at which the reflection ray intersects the static environment
geometry and use that intersection point to blend between two REM’s. In
their solution finding the intersection point is fast because the environment
is presented as height maps. [36] Their method was implemented for virtual
scenes, but similar concept of constructing local EM’s from REM’s could be
applied in real scenes if depth information could be acquired.

Havran et al. represented an algorithm for decomposing HDR video envi-
ronment maps (VEM) into a set of directional light sources. In their system
they capture the HDR VEM with a HDR camera equipped with a fisheye
lens and then derive a set of directional lights from each VEM frame with im-
portance sampling based method. The produced directional lights can then
be used to shade virtual objects with direct lighting on each frame and to
produce shadows to the real scene. [22]

Figure 2.18: Spherical environment map produced with Kán’s interactive
method. This image has been taken from the research paper of Kán. [28]

Kán introduced a method to automatically capture HDR environment
maps on mobile devices. The presented method does not require the devices
camera to take photographs with different exposure settings, but instead
works when the camera is in auto exposure mode. The method captures sev-
eral photographs of the environment while the user rotates the mobile phone.
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Prior to accumulation image aligment is performed using feature matching.
The ovelapping images are accumulated to produce an HDR environment
map. At the time of the research it was not possible to obtain exposure
information of video stream images. This restrained the performance of the
method as it couldn’t be applied to video feed but instead individual images
had to be captured sequentually. Thus the speed of one pass of the method
was approximately 2 FPS on average. [28] An example spherical map gener-
ated with Kán’s method is shown in figure 2.18.

Dasari et al. presented an automatic method for aligning images of a
exposure bracketed image sequence when the camera orientation of the cap-
tured images is known. The images are pre-warped according to the orien-
tation of the device. Then the images are aligned with an image intensity
based alignment method. The aligned images can then be used to con-
struct an HDR image with a suitable method. [14] Dasari’s method differs
from Kán’s by using a different type of alignment algorithm, but both do
prealignment based on the capture camera orientation and produce HDR
environment maps.

2.6.3 Inverse camera response function

When capturing images with a standard non-HDR camera the retrieved radi-
ance values are related to the real radiance values of the scene by a function
called camera response function. To acquire the corresponding real radi-
ance values of the scene from the values captured by the camera sensor it is
necessary to calculate the inverse of this function.

Mitsunaga et al. [38] presented a method for calculating the inverse cam-
era response function that uses multiple images of the same scene. The
method requires knowledge of the rough exposure difference between the
images, but does not require exact exposure values.
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Figure 2.19: Inverse camera response function captured for the red color
channel using Debeve’s method. Taken from the research paper of De-
bevec [17].

Debevec et al. proposed a method for estimating the inverse camera
response function from a set of images taken from the same scene with known
exact exposure times. [17] This method is commonly adopted and has been
proven to produce high quality results. An example inverse camera response
function produced with Debevec’s method is shown in figure 2.19.

Robertson et al. [44] presented an alternative method that uses a form
of Gauss-Seidel relaxation to estimate the inverse camera response function.
Similarly to Debevec et al.’s solution the method requires images taken with
multiple known exposure values as input.

2.6.4 Processing HDR environment maps for IBL

Acquired HDR environment maps could be used as they are to produce
sharp reflections as explained in section 2.5. However, this would not enable
any kind of lighting. To perform real-time rendering with IBL methods
the environment maps have to be processed as described in 2.5.2. As this
is a computationally expensive operation it presents a challenge for mobile
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devices with limited computation power.

Figure 2.20: Renderings of materials with different roughness values. The
pre-convoluted specular maps demostrated on the top row have been gener-
ated in real-time with Manson et al.’s filtering method. Middle row shows
results produced with a mathematically correct solution and bottom row re-
sults produced with maps generated by importance sampling. Taken from
the whitepaper of Manson et al. [34]

Manson et al. have presented a method for real-time processing of radi-
ance environment maps for IBL. The method is called GGX filtering and it
can be used as it is to process HDR radiance environment maps into a suit-
able form for use with Split-Sum specular reflection approximation. Manson
et al. state that it is also suitable for approximating the irradiance integral
and constructing irradiance maps. [34] The presented performance numbers
are impressive and even though they have been measured on a desktop com-
puter the method should be applicapple to mobile applications. Increased
perfomance can be achieved by using smaller sized environment maps. Fig-
ure 2.20 illustrates renderings that have been produced using pre-processed
environment maps that have been generated with the GGX filtering method.

2.7 Inverse rendering in AR

Inverse rendering aims to estimate intrisic scene parameters such as model
shapes, present lighting conditions and surface parameters of models. Inverse
rendering methods can be used for example to produce novel view points
from a set of images or to change the scene parameters of an image. These
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changed parameters can be for example addition of virtual objects or the
change of lighting conditions. Inverse rendering problems tend to be complex
and to produce good results prior knowledge of the scene is required or scene
information has to be acquired beforehand.

Aittala [3] proposed a method for solving lighting conditions to implement
environment based rendering of virtual objects in AR applications. The
method follows the inverse rendering approach and produces a sparse set of
point lights and an ambient term. The produced environment based light
sources are used to shade the object with modern rendering techniques. The
point lights are evenly scattered to the environment. To achieve this a golden
spiral distribution, which maps the points approximately equal distances
from all their neighbours, is used. Aittala’s rendering solution also performs
simple reflections and refractions between the virtual object and the ground
plane.

2.8 Improving realism

Even if we shade virtual objects by taking the surrounding environment into
account, the effect that the object has to the real scene is not taken into
account. Several known methods can be applied to make the object cast
shadows on the environment or to reflect light to it. This is not within scope
of this work. We focus on environment based shading of virtual objects, but
some viable methods are presented and could be integrated to our solution
to improve realism.

Kán [29] represents a method called differential irradiance caching. It
can be used to implement relatively fast light transport between the real
scene and the virtual objects. The method is based both on ray tracing and
rasterization methods.

Aittala’s [3] research renders virtual objects on top of a real scene with
environment based lighting. He also complements his solution by casting
shadows and reflecting and refracting light from the virtual object to the
ground plane. To achieve this rays are cast from the virtual objects and
intersections are handled with the ground plane.
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Methods

This chapter analyzes which existing research results can be used in our
method and proposes a suitable method. Before we examine the existing
research related to our goals in section 3.2, we define a set of requirements
for a suitable method in section 3.1. The examined research is analyzed
considering these requirements.

In section 3.3 we propose a process that will be implemented and eval-
uated. The implementation details are explained in chapter 4 and the pro-
duced results are evaluated in chapter 5.

3.1 Requirements

To address the needs of most modern end-user AR mobile application the
rendering method has to satisfy the following requirements:

• The method must produce such renderings of virtual objects that fit
real scenes better than those rendered with static lighting environment.
This is required because we aim to improve the visual quality of mobile
AR renderings.

• The method has to perform in real-time and not slow down the execu-
tion of the applications using it.

• The method must not require any specific actions, items or behaviour
from the user to work as we want our method to be applicable to AR
applications that can not set these kinds of restrictions.

• The method has to be adoptible to modern consumer smart phones
that have standard cameras and sensors. We want our method to be
suitable for a wide range of devices.

40
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• The method should be able to capture multiple spatial lighting condi-
tions and thus allow spatially varying shading of virtual objects. Be-
cause many AR mobile applications may be used in indoor conditions,
and the lighting conditions may vary between rooms, taking this could
increase visual realism.

3.2 Existing methods

In this section we explore the existing solutions for environment based shad-
ing of virtual objects with different approaches related to our goals. We only
consider methods that have potential to fulfill our goals. Inverse rendering
approches are not considered as they require prior knowledge of the scene or
implementation of calibration steps.

3.2.1 Environment factors

The simplest rendering solution would be to predefine light locations, inten-
sities and colors. However, this approach does not take the environments
lighting conditions into account. To take enviroment into account at some
level it is possible to complement this method by using environment lighting
factors.

These environment lighting factors can be calculated per scene and may
include overall scene ambient light intensity and color. These factors can
then be used to adjust the static lighting environment to better accommo-
date rendered virtual objects into the scene. This kind of functionality is
implemented in many mobile AR frame works, such as Google’s ARCore [20].

3.2.2 Environment mapping

The most potential approach would be to capture the environment into an
image texture. Smart phone cameras can be used to capture images of the
environment and these images can be projected into enviroment maps. With
multiple SDR images it is possible to create HDR environment maps as was
described in chapter 2.

3.2.2.1 Environment map capturing

Debevec’s [15], Agusanto et al’s [2] and Pedersen’s[40] methods require the
scene to contain a certain reflective object to be placed in the scene in order
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to capture an environment map. Their methods are not suitable for us as we
do not want to require the scene to include specific items.

Kán introduced a method to automatically capture HDR environment
maps on mobile devices. In his method multiple images are captured with
phone camera to construct the HDR environment map. The method uses
a feature matching algorithm to stitch together partially overlapping im-
ages. [28] However, their method assumed purely rotational motion of the
mobile device. We want to allow users to move freely as stated in our re-
quirements. In scenarios where the environment is distant, such as in Kán’s
demostration, the method might work even if the user moves within reason-
able limits. However, in situations where user moves a lot relatively to the
environment distance the method is likely to fail due to alignment problems.
Another drawback is that the method captures only a single environment
map, but this could be improved by generating multiple environment maps
as described in the next section.

Kán’s method of accumulation for HDR reconstruction could be applied
and a similar feature-based alignment method could also be considered for
our solution. [28]

3.2.2.2 Using multiple environment maps

To enable spatial variation in our lighting system, as required from our
method, we could produce multiple environment maps. Mantiuk et al. [35]
present a system for this where they divide the space into uniformly sized
blocks and generate one environment map for each block. They present a
method to produce spatially varying image based lighting with precomputa-
tion of a spatial cubemap data structure.

The solution was implemented in completely virtual scenes, but it could
be adopted to real scenes by projecting camera images to appropriate envi-
ronment maps. It would also require suitable method for filling the empty
parts of the cubemaps so that complete view of the environment would not
be required for an environment map to be usable. This kind of approach
would be consistent with our goals, but getting enough data in a reasonable
time for multiple maps might prove to be difficult. A benefit of this solu-
tion would be that the computational complexity would not depend on the
number of virtual models. It would also be possible to apply environment
based lighting to the newly added virtual object instantly assuming that the
capture method already has a decent description of the environment.

Meyer et al. proposed a method for producing real-time reflections on
moving objects in a static scene. The method was designed for virtual ob-
jects in a virtual scene. They generated reference environment maps (REM)
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at certain locations in the scene and calculated object specific environment
maps from them at run time. Their REM’s included depth and color infor-
mation to properly generate local environment maps.[36] Depth and color in-
formation can easily be acquired in virtual scene by rendering the scene from
the environment map location, but it is less trivial in real scenes. However,
the idea of using multiple environment maps and the method of generating
object specific environment maps by interpolating the closest ones could be
considered for our method.

3.3 The proposed method

We decided to capture HDR environment maps as Kán’s research has shown
that consumer mobile phones are capable of producing HDR environment
maps even without stabilization or strictly controlled environment. These
HDR maps can then be used in IBL methods to produce real-time render-
ings. IBL is currently used in most physically based state-of-the-art real-time
rendering engines and it has been proven to be able to produce realistic re-
sults. Also the fast filtering method presented by Manson [34] suggests that
it would be possible to implement similar kind of shading process as in Unreal
Engine [31] with dynamically processed environment maps even on mobile
phones.

We will use cube maps as our environment map type as GPU’s have
specialized hardware acceleration for cubemap lookup and thus they can be
used efficiently. They also include less distortion than spherical maps. We
will capture multiple environment maps at a grid of a specific size to allow
spatial variation of lighting conditions similarly as in Mantiuk’s research [35].
This approach only requires us to track the users position and a simple data
structure for storing the EM’s.

We will only consider the effect that the environment has on the object.
We consider that studying these effects is a vast topic and should be done
as a separate research project. Our implementation could be complemented
with such features.

We divide our solution into five parts that are described in detail in the
following sections:

1. Capturing the inverse camera response function

2. Mapping camera views to environment maps

3. Optional: Aligning captured images
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4. Construction of HDR cubemaps

5. Processing the HDR environment map for use with real-time IBL

3.3.1 Capturing the inverse camera response function

We will calculate the inverse camera response function using three images
with Debevec’s method [17] for each color channel as suggested in his pub-
lication. These three images are captured at the start of the execution in
rapid succession. Each image is captured with different exposure time. As
the images are captured in quick succession a simple shift based aligment
method should be sufficient to make the images represent the same view of
the scene. The result is stored in the file system of the device as it is necessary
to calculate the inverse response only once.

We will use median threshold bitmap (MTB) [47] alignment method for
this purpose as it is fast, but should still produce acceptable results. Other
alignment methods could also be considered. The MTB aligment method
takes greyscale images as input so we convert the color images to greyscale
before the alignment.

3.3.2 Mapping camera views to environment maps

As we will place several environment maps to different locations in the scene
the captured images have to be projected to a correct EM. The environment
maps are placed uniformly as in Mantiuk et al’s [35] method. The placing of
environment maps is illustrated in figure 3.1.

The first EM is placed into the location C0,0. This is the position where
the user is when the program starts. We will track the users horizontal
movement and assume that no remarkable movement occurs vertically.
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Figure 3.1: The uniform cubemap grid datastructure used in our method
viewed from above.

We define a constant r which defines the size of a single cubemap capture
area. Images captured within the distance ≤r from certain cubemaps center
are assigned to that cubemap. r is less or equal to half of cubemaps diameter.
If r is small we get higher fidelity, but we will get less usable images and thus
it will take longer for an environment map to be populated with enough
image data. The parameter needs to be adjusted to find a suitable value.
If user moves out from an existing cubemap we initialize a new cubemap to
that index in the uniform cubemap grid. Initialization is illustrated in figure
3.2 where as user crosses points p1 and p2 new cubemaps are initialized.
Initialization is done because there are no cubemaps in those indices of the
data structure yet.
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Empty index in 
cubemap datastructure. 
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 p2 a new cubemap is  
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cubemap datastructure. 
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r

p1

p2

existing cubemap

c

Figure 3.2: Illustration of the initialization of new cubemaps.

To properly project images captured from a point p inside a cubemap to
the cubemap we would need to know the exact depth of each pixel of each
captured image and the offset between the capture point and the cubemap
center. If we assume a fixed distance from capture point p to the center of the
image and project the image errors are produced. This problem is illustrated
in figure 3.3, but cannot be eliminated without per-pixel depth information.
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Figure 3.3: Projection error when assuming a fixed distance between capture
point and captured image.

Thus we assume that every image, that was captured inside a certain
cubemap, was captured at the center point of the cubemap. Due to this
assumption, the distance between the image pixels and the capture point
has no effect on the projection. This assumption is illustrated in figure 3.4
where the capture point is p and cubemap center point is c.
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c

p

c/p

Figure 3.4: In our solution the capture point is assumed to be at the center
of the cubemap.

We will divide the unit sphere of environment map directions into a fixed
number of direction cones. This is done to be able to control the amount
of processed images and to be able to fill the environment map uniformly.
When we do this we are able to keep count of how many images have been
projected to a certain section of the environment map and thus only use
as many images as necessary. This way we are also able to monitor how
filled an environment map is and notice when it has become filled enough to
be usable. In our test implementation each cubemap face consisted of nine
cones so we used a total of 54 direction cones per environment map. This
amount was found to be quite sufficient, but appropriate amount depends
on the field of view of the phone’s camera and also the amount used by us
might not be optimal. Each direction cone has a direction and a reach angle.
An example direction cone is visualized in figure 3.5 with direction d and
reach angle θ. The reach angle is used to determine if a capture orientation
is within a direction cone.
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θ
d

Sphere of directions

Figure 3.5: In our solution we divide the environment directions into direction
cones. This figure visualizes one direction cone with direction d and reach
angle θ.

3.3.3 Aligning captured images

We will evaluate whether image alignment can improve the results of our
method. As we capture multiple images and accumulate them to create HDR
maps it is possible that misalignment between the images causes blurriness
to the constructed HDR images as illustrated in figure 3.6.
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Figure 3.6: Image a.) shows the result of accumulation of unaligned images.
Image b.) shows the accumulation result of same images after they have been
aligned. Image taken from the publication of Dasari et al. [14]

When an environment map has the minimum amount of direction cones
with enough images or we have N new cones with unused images we will
perform image aligment. Before alignment we project the captured image to
an empty environment map based on the orientation of the device as in Dasari
et al.’s [14] method. This was an obvious thing to do as we need to project
at least the reference images anyway to a correct position in the environment
map. Each image of a direction cone is then aligned to an existing projected
image of the cone using a feature based alignment method. The alignment
is the most time consuming part of our solution and it should be performed
as a background process in a separate thread to avoid stalling the main
application. In the end we would like to completely avoid using alignment if
it does not benefit our method as it is so computationally costly.

We will evaluate Enhanced correlation coefficient maximization (ECC)
algorithm as the feature based alignment method. ECC method is an it-
erative parametric alignment algorithm. It aims to maximize the enhanced
correlation coefficient function, which makes the method perform well even
when images have relatively high geometric and photometric distortions. [18]
This makes it ideal for our application where captured images have projection
errors and variance in general image quality due to movement.
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3.3.4 Construction of HDR cubemaps

We consider a cone to be ready when it has Z images. Depending on quality
requirements Z may be chosen differently, but in our tests we found Z =
3 to produce sufficient results. We consider a cubemap to be in need of
construction when it has never been processed and has a minimum of N
direction cones ready or when it has been processed, but it has M new cones
ready that have not been previously used. Thus the environment map can
become usable after N cones are ready and it improves after each M ready
direction cones.

We accumulate the SDR images similarly as in Kán’s [28] method. We
use the weight function from Robertson’s [44] publication. The image accu-
mulation can be done rapidly on GPU by using blending and accumulating
the intermediate values to four components of a single texture. To extract
the final HDR values we only need one additional render pass.

We will also experiment with the use of a linear falloff kernel near the
edges of the projected images to reduce sharp edges between areas of direc-
tion cones. Additionally we will apply estimated environment ambient color
to empty environment map pixels. The linear falloff is also used to blend
between images and the ambient color. As we fill the environment map with
ambient color the map can be used immediately after the first construction
pass. Thus it might not be mandatory to use an alternative lighting system
at early stages of AR application execution. Even if the environment map is
mostly empty the ambient color should be enough for IBL. However, it is ob-
vious that the rendering results will significantly improve as the environment
map gets filled more.

3.3.5 Processing the HDR environment map for use
with real-time IBL

We propose calculating prefiltered specular environment maps with differ-
ent roughness levels using Manson et al’s [34] method. Their method is fast
enough for real-time filtering on mobile devices when using a modest environ-
ment map resolution. The prefiltering could be done in real-time also with
simple gaussian blur filter, but it would produce lower quality results. We
suggest using the same GGX filtering method also to generate an irradiance
map for diffuse lighting calculations. Environment maps should only be fil-
tered when a new HDR radiance map has been constructed as described in
section 3.3.4.

Alternatively we propose spherical harmonics representation to store the
diffuse lighting environment as described by Ramamoorthi et al. [43]. The
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frequency of diffuse irradiance maps is relatively low and thus it can be
presented with acceptable accuracy with few spherical harmonics coefficients.

At the beginning of execution we do not have any environment data
ready for shading. We suggest applications to use a static lighting environ-
ment when the users position does not have environment lighting information
available yet.



Chapter 4

Implementation

This chapter describes our implementation of the proposed solution. The
results are presented in chapter 5. We focused on implementing the HDR
reflection probe capturing system and did not implement the processing of
the probes for IBL as this is purely an implementation task considering the
suggested suitable methods. The demo application was targeted for consumer
mobile phones that are using Android 8 or newer Android operating system.
The produced application was tested and evaluated on OnePlus A5000 smart
phone.

In addition to the HDR capturing system we implemented a similar cap-
ture system without accumulation that produces standard dynamic range
(SDR) environment maps. This implementation did not use any alignment
methods and is used to compare the results of the HDR approach.

4.1 Development environment

Google’s Android Studio was used as the integrated development environ-
ment (IDE). It includes the necessary tools for developing applications for
Android mobile devices.

Android Native Development Kit (NDK) [33] was used to allow us to
program on a lower level with C++ language and to access necessary camera
parameters. NDK was also used to capture images with device’s cameras.
Google’s ARCore framework was used to track mobile devices movement and
orientation. OpenCV (Open Computer Vision Library) was used to perform
image alignment and to calculate the inverse camera response.

53
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4.2 Inverse camera response function

When the program starts we capture three images in manual exposure mode
in rapid succession and store the image data and exposure values. The im-
ages are captured with Android Camera2 application programming interface
(API). This way the images have minimal disalignment due to device move-
ment.

We calculate the function separately for each color channel. The calcula-
tion is implemented with OpenCV using Debevec’s method [17]. Figure 4.1
shows an example inverse camera response function that was produced by
our application for RGB color channels.
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Figure 4.1: An inverse camera response function calculated by our applica-
tion.

4.3 Capturing images

Our first approach was to use images captured by ARCore framework. It
was discovered that due to environment geometry approximation algorithms
used by ARCore the exposure values are strictly controlled by it. This led
to low variance of exposure values in captured images which made proper
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HDR construction impossible. Thus using these images was not enough for
constructing HDR maps, even though they would have been suitable for
the SDR implementation. Therefore we implemented manual capturing of
images with Android Camera2 API with multiple exposure values.

On each frame of our program we evaluate users position and orientation.
We then find the cubemap that user is in or initialize a new one if the user
has moved to a position that does not have a cubemap. Next we evaluate if
we are inside a direction cone by comparing the angles between the device
orientation and the cone directions. If the angle is smaller than the constant
predefined reach angle of cones we consider the orientation to be inside the
cone. If we are inside one cone we check if the cone already has enough
images. If the cone is missing images, we capture three images with different
exposures as described in section 4.2. Next we project the captured images
to individual empty environment maps, and store these as textures to the
cone so that they can be aligned later in the processing phase.

The projection of camera images is done by rendering the captured image
to six individual faces of the cubemap after applying a correct projection to
four initial vertex positions. The projection is described in equation 4.2
and illustrated in figure 4.2. The normalized device coordinates (NDC) of
the near plane are used as initial vertex positions. These coordinates are
transformed to camera space by multiplying them with the inverse camera
projection matrix P−1

camera, that is calculated according to equation 4.1. The
camera physical focal length f , physical sensor width w, and physical sensor
height h are aquired using NDK.

P−1
camera =


1
2
w 0 0 0
0 1

2
h 0 0

0 0 1 −f
0 0 0 1

 (4.1)

Then, the acquired camera space coordinates are tranformed to world
coordinates with camera rotation matrix Rcamera. Next the coordinates are
transformed to cubemap face’s view space by multiplying with Rcubemap.
Finally the coordinates are projected to the face’s projection space by mul-
tiplying with the face’s projection matrix P cubemap. This transformation
procedure translates to GLSL shader code listed in 4.1.

P cubemapRcubemapRcameraP
−1
camera~vndc (4.2)

Where,
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~vndc = Corner point of near plane in NDC coordinates
~v = Corner point of the image in cubemap clip space
P−1

camera = Inverse camera projection matrix
Rcamera = Camera rotation matrix
Rcubemap = Cubemap face rotation matrix
P cubemap = Cubemap face projection matrix
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Figure 4.2: Illustration of how initial vertex positions are projected to cube-
map face’s clip space
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Listing 4.1: GLSL vertex shader for projecting captured image to a certain
face of a cubemap

void main() {

out_uvs = in_uvs;

vec4 ndc = vec4(in_position.x, in_position.y,

0.0f, 1.0f);

vec4 eye = inverseCameraProjectionMatrix * ndc;

gl_Position = cubemapProjectionMatrix *

cubemapRotationMatrix *

cameraRotationMatrix *

eye;

}

4.4 SDR implementation

In addition to the HDR solution we developed a simple method for compari-
son that generates standard dynamic range environment maps. This method
does not require alignment or accumulation of images as each environment
map pixel only needs one image pixel to be filled. In this approach we
simply render captured images to the environment map using the previously
described projection with suitable blending settings. We do not need to eval-
uate inverse camera response either. The implemented capturing method is
illustrated in figure 4.3.
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Figure 4.3: Overview of the implemented SDR environment map generation
process

We use such OpenGL blending settings that pixels of the captured image
will only be added to points in the environment map where there are no
previous values. We set alpha component to 1 in our fragment shader and
use the following OpenGL blending settings:

glBlendFunc(GL_ONE_MINUS_DST_ALPHA , GL_DST_ALPHA);

glBlendEquationSeparate(GL_FUNC_ADD , GL_MAX);

The rasterization is performed in the fragment shader by sampling the
captured camera image texture with fragments UV coordinates.

4.5 HDR implementation

Figure 4.4 illustrates our HDR environment map implementation on a high
level. Left sequence handles image capturing and right sequence the process-
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ing of the cubemaps.
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Figure 4.4: Overview of our HDR environment map generation process

An environment map is processed after a minimum amount of direction
cones have enough images and if an environment map has more than a specific
amount of cones ready that were not ready when the environment map was
previously processed. Processing the environment map data into an HDR
environment map is a sequence of three steps. We constructed environment
maps both with alignment and without alignment for evaluation. If alignment
is used the images are aligned first. Then image accumulation is performed.
Finally the HDR values are extracted from the accumulation texture. The
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alignment, accumulation and HDR value extraction steps are explained in
more detail in the following subsections.

4.5.1 Image alignment

As we are accumulating multiple images over same pixels our implementation
could benefit from image alignment to avoid noise. This noise could occur due
to sensor inaccuracy, device movement and projection errors. As described
earlier projection errors occur in our method when images are not captured
exactly from the center of the cube map.

The optional alignment is done for all pending direction cones of a cube-
map in a row when the cubemap is considered to be in a need for an update.
Individual images stored in a direction cone are aligned against one reference
image that is used as it is. We perform image alignment with ECC align-
ment method [18] using OpenCV library. We search for a homographical
transformation to be able to align images in the best way possible even if
the captured images have perspective differences. For comparison we also
produce results with affine alignments and without any alignment. Finding
homography transformations is the most expensive method and we would
like to avoid using them if they do not produce superior results. In affine
transformations parallel lines remain parallel after the transformation. This
is not the case with homography transformations and thus they can produce
more diverse alignment transformations, but are more expensive to find due
to more transformation possibilities.

We also convert the captured RGB images to greyscale before alignment.
The found alignment transformations are stored and used in the accumulation
phase where all images of a certain environment map are stacked.

4.5.2 Accumulation

RGB channel values are accumulated according to Robertson [44] by using
the following formula:

RGB(j) =
N∑
i=1

wijtif
−1(yij) (4.3)

Where yij is the value of pixel j in image i, f−1 is the inverse camera
response function, ti is the exposure time of the image i and wij is calculated
according to Robertson [44]. Robertson states that the cameras response
is typically most accurate at the center of its range. Thus the center values
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should be weighted more than the values near the edges of the dynamic range.
We use the gaussian function from Robertson’s method [44]:

wij = e−4
(yij−127.5)2

127.52 (4.4)

We capture the camera image pixel values as floating point values, which
vary from 0 to 1, so we adjust the function to work within our value range.
The used weight function is calculated according to equation 4.5 and illus-
trated in figure 4.5.

wij = e−4
(yij−0.5)2

0.52 (4.5)

Figure 4.5: Used weighting function illustrated

Alpha channel value is calculated with Robertson’s formula [44]:

alpha(j) =
N∑
i=1

wijt
2
i (4.6)

When we accumulate images we evaluate wijtif
−1(yij) and wijt

2
i for each

pixel and accumulate them to the previous values similarly as Kán [28] does
in his method. The accumulation is achieved by using an additive OpenGL
blending setting when rendering images into the environment map. We ac-
cumulate the result of wijtif

−1(yij) to the RGB channels of the texture. The
three components of wijt

2
i are summed, divided by three and accumulated to

the alpha channel of the texture.
This accumulation was implemented with the GLSL fragment shader code

shown in listing 4.2.
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Listing 4.2: GLSL fragment shader code used to accumulate captured images
into a texture image

vec3 weight(vec3 value)

{

vec3 exponent = -4.0f *

pow(value - 0.5f, vec3 (2.0f)) /

pow (0.5f, 2.0f);

return vec3(exp(exponent.x),

exp(exponent.y),

exp(exponent.z));

}

vec3 getInverseCameraResponse(vec3 pixel)

{

int indexR = clamp(int (255.0f * pixel.x), 0, 255);

int indexG = clamp(int (255.0f * pixel.y), 0, 255);

int indexB = clamp(int (255.0f * pixel.z), 0, 255);

return vec3(inverseCameraResponse[indexR ].x,

inverseCameraResponse[indexG ].y,

inverseCameraResponse[indexB ].z);

}

void main() {

vec4 sampleValue = texture(image , in_uvs);

float falloffFactor = sampleValue.w;

vec3 newColor = sampleValue.xyz;

vec3 wij = weight(newColor);

vec4 outputValue;

outputValue.rgb = exposureTimeSeconds * wij *

getInverseCameraResponse(newColor);

vec3 denominator = pow(exposureTimeSeconds , 2.0f) * wij;

float alpha = (denominator.x + denominator.y +

denominator.z) / 3.0f;

outputValue.w = alpha;

out_color = outputValue;

out_falloff = vec4 (0.0f, 0.0f, 0.0f, falloffFactor);

}

When calculating the alignments we store them relative to the OpenCV
coordinate system. To apply the corresponding alignment when accumulat-
ing in OpenGL coordinate system we use the transformation described in
equation 4.7. This transformation was implemented as vertex shader code
listed in listing 4.3.
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~vgl = (x1, y1, 1)

~vcv = T−1~vgl

~vcv aligned = A~vcv = (x2, y2, z2)

~vcv cartesian = ~vcv aligned/z2

~vgl aligned = T~vcartesian

(4.7)

Where,

~vgl = Original vertex position in OpenGL space
~vcv = Original vertex position in OpenCV space
~vcv aligned = Homegenous coordinates of aligned vertex in OpenCV space
~vcv cartesian = Cartesian coordinates of aligned vertex in OpenCV space
~vgl aligned = Coordinates of aligned vertex in OpenGL space
T = OpenCV to OpenGL coordinate system conversion matrix
A = Alignment matrix

Listing 4.3: GLSL vertex shader code used to apply alignment transformation
to vertices

void main() {

out_uvs = in_uvs;

mat3 glToCv = inverse(cvToGl); // T = cvToGl

vec3 posCv = glToCv *

vec3(in_position.x, in_position.y, 1.0f);

vec3 posCvHomogenous = A * posCv;

vec3 posCvCartesian = posCvHomogenous /

posCvHomogenous.z;

vec3 posGl = cvToGl * posCvCartesian;

gl_Position = vec4(posGl.x, posGl.y, 0.0f, 1.0f);

}

The coordinate system conversion matrix T is calculated according to
equation 4.8. Matrix T converts points within an image matrix from OpenCV
coordinate system to OpenGL coordinate system. It performs scaling and
flips the Y axis. Inverse of T was used to convert original vertex positions
from OpenGL coordinate system to OpenCV coordinate system.

T =

 2
w−1

0 −1

0 −2
h−1

1

0 0 1

 (4.8)

Where,
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w = Image width in pixels
h = Image height in pixels

To avoid sharp edges between images of different direction cones we use
linear falloff near the edges of the accumulated image. We also want to fill the
empty and not completely filled pixels with estimated ambient color to make
the environment map more useable when it is sparsely filled. The current
ambient color estimate of the scene is retrieved from ARCore [20] each time
the environment map is processed.

To be able to apply the falloff between images and the ambient color we
calculate and output falloff values to a second texture when accumulating.
Then in the final phase, where we extract the HDR colors, we can add a
certain amount ambient color depending on how filled a pixel is. The used
falloff is illustrated in figure 4.6.

Figure 4.6: Illustration of the used falloff kernel

4.5.3 Extracting HDR values

After all images have been accumulated to the cubemap texture we extract
the final HDR color values. This is done in a single render pass that divides
the RGB color values with alpha channel value. Here we also blend the
HDR values with ambient color if fragments do not have enough image data.
Additionally we perform simple tone mapping to be able to evaluate results
on standard non-HDR displays.

Our implementation does not further process the produced HDR envi-
ronment maps, but to be able to use them for real-time rendering with IBL
methods they would have to be processed. This should be done immediately
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after the HDR values have been extracted every time an environment map
is processed. This could be done with methods proposed in section 3.3.5.



Chapter 5

Evaluation

This chapter evaluates test results produced by our demo application. Three
types of results were produced for analysis as illustrated in figure 5.1. En-
vironment maps were produced with our SDR implementation and with our
HDR implementation both with alignment and without alignment. Also two
different alignment types were used to see if the alignment method has an
effect on the quality of the results.
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Figure 5.1: A high-level illustration of how the different results were pro-
duced.

The environment maps were captured by holding a mobile device in hand
while pointing the device towards different directions and taking occasional
steps. This way both rotational and translational movement was applied to
the device during captures. Each environment map was captured in a single
take that lasted from less than a minute up to two minutes. Test results
were produced both in indoor and outdoor conditions. The environment was

67
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not captured completely or systematically, instead the device was pointed
to random directions while also performing some walking. Also the device
was not kept strictly at landscape or portrait orientation to demostrate that
our method does not depend on how the user holds the device. These test
conditions reflect the working conditions that we required from our method in
chapter 3. The resolution of a cubemap face is 1282 pixels in all environment
maps.

5.1 SDR solution results

Figure 5.2 shows two cube environment maps that were generated with our
SDR method. These environment maps only contain color values that are
within standard dymanic range. The SDR solution used same projection
algorithm as the HDR solution, but it did not use image accumulation as
the HDR solution. It did not either limit the amount of used imaged as our
HDR solution does by using direction cones. In our SDR solution the camera
images were captured continuously and projected to the environment map.
Projected fragments were only added to the environment map if those pixel
values did not yet have values in them and assigned pixel values were never
changed.

Figure 5.2: Two environment maps generated with our SDR solution. Left
one was captured in indoor conditions and the right one in outdoor condi-
tions.

Environment maps produced by our SDR method look sharp for the most
part, because each pixel value has color information only from one captured
image. However, there are apparent curve-like artifacts, one of which is
illustrated in figure 5.3. Red circle highlights a vertical artifact that appears
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at the intersection of two different scanning routes. There was a relatively
long time and lots of device rotation between these scanning routes.

Figure 5.3: A magnification of a section of the SDR environment map that
was captured outdoors. An apparent artifact is circled in red and scanning
routes of the camera, that captured the images, are illustrated with green
lines.

It seems that these artifacts were produced by projecting images horizon-
tally to an incorrect position either on one or both of the scanning routes. If
these images would have been projected correctly in the horizontal axis such
sharp artifact should not appear and the seam should be invisible.

To understand what might cause this the angles that represent the mobile
device orientation are illustrated in figure 5.4. All possible orientations of a
mobile device can be presented with three angles, two of which, the polar
angle and the azimuth angle, are known as spherical coordinates. Angle
α describes how the device is rotated around axis d that goes through the
center of the devices display and points in the same direction as the camera.
This angle is often called the skew or roll angle. Polar angle θ, also known
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as the tilt angle, describes how high or low the device points compared to
a vertical reference axis that is drawn as a red line. Finally, the azimuth
angle φ decribes the horizontal rotation of the device around the vertical axis
relatively to a reference axis that is drawn in green color. When considering
device orientations, the azimuth is usually referred to as the yaw angle.

Azimuth  
reference 
direction Azimuth

angle φ

Polar  
angle θ

Orientation is  
defined by direction and skew.  
Direction d is defined by 
θ and φ, skew by α 

Skew α

d

Figure 5.4: Illustration of angles that can be used to define the orientation
of the mobile phone.

Orientation estimation of most modern consumer mobile phones can uti-
lize at least three different kinds of sensors [39], the gyroscope [7], the mag-
netometer and the accelerometer [10]. Readings from these results are often
fused in orientation estimation [39]. Android applications are able to use all
of these and additional sensors, such as the gravity sensor. Different Android
devices may also include a different set of sensors. [19]

If the orientation estimation is done purely based on the acceleration,
the angle estimates at any given time are based on the sum value of dif-
ferent angle estimates. This kind of relative angular or spatial estimation
is called dead reckoning [8]. As the estimates are most likely not perfectly
accurate, and could even be expected to be quite inaccurate, the errors of
the estimates can accumulate [8] as illustrated in figure 5.5. Therefore the
estimated orientations are likely to get more misaligned from the actual val-
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ues as the execution proceeds. This temporal accumulation can be cleared if
the estimation system receives absolute values periodically. In this case the
error can be kept within certain limits.

An angle α0 4x 

Real change in angle during turn 1

Estimated change in angle during turn 1

Real change in angle during turn 2

Error1=x

Estimated change in angle during turn 2
Error2=x

Total error =  
Error1+Error2

Figure 5.5: An illustration of how the error of inaccurate angle change esti-
mates can accumulate over time with dead reckoning.

It is not exactly known how ARCore [20] calculates the orientation and
which sensors of the test device are used, because its source code is not
publicly available and its documentation does not have information about
how the estimates are calculated. Even without exact knowledge of how the
orientations are calculated, it is clear that the imprecision of the estimation
is the cause for the artifacts seen in figure 5.3. The adjacent portions of the
environment map, that were captured in rapid succession, do not have these
artifacts.

5.2 HDR solution results

Figures 5.6 and 5.7 show multiple environment maps that were generated
with our HDR method using different alignment approaches.
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Figure 5.6: Four environment maps generated with our HDR solution in in-
door conditions. Top left one was constructed by using ECC alignment to
find affine alignment transformations. Top right one was contructed from the
same images without using alignment. Bottom left one was constructed by
using ECC alignment to find homography alignment transformations. Bot-
tom right one was again constructed from the same images as the bottom
left but without using any alignment.
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Figure 5.7: Two environment maps generated with our HDR solution in
outdoor conditions. Left one was constructed by using ECC alignment to
find affine alignment transformations. Right one was constructed from the
same images as the left one but without alignment transformations.

When comparing the environment maps produced using alignment to the
ones produced without alignment we see that the alignment methods did not
produce any notable improvement. If we inspect the details of clear sections
of both aligned and unaligned versions they seem to have overall equivalent
shapness. Figure 5.8 shows a magnification of a clear section where pixels
do not seem to have values from multiple direction cones. It is noted that
the unaligned version looks sharp even though the pixel values are calculated
from three images with different exposures. In our method we align images of
a certain direction block against one reference image from the same direction
cone. It seems that as the images of a certain direction cone are captured as a
quick burst, they are already quite well aligned against each other. Therefore
the alignment does not seem to improve the quality of the maps.

Figure 5.8: A magnification of a section in an HDR map where pixel values
seem to mostly come from a single direction cone. A vertical artifact caused
by misplacement of a direction cone is circled in red.
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In many areas it can be seen that images with contradicting features are
overlapping. One of these artifacts is highlighted with a red circle in figure
5.8. These seem to be overlapping direction cone image sets instead of in-
dividual images. These projection errors cause blurriness that reduces the
accuracy of the environment map. This is most likely caused by the same ori-
entation estimate imprecision that was explained in the previous SDR results
section. The errors produced by this problem cause more severe artifacts in
our HDR solution as images are accumulated. In the SDR solution pixels
get their values from a single image and it is not possible that contradicting
images would contribute to same pixels.

Overall, the HDR solution seems to be able to capture the highly varying
intensities of light, while having reduced sharpness. If multiple direction
cones are not projected over each other the HDR solution is able to produce
sharp results.

5.3 Discussion

We expected that capturing multiple images into direction blocks as bursts
would cause notable misaligment between these images. This was expected
because the images can only be captured in series instead of parallel when
using a single camera. Thus it seemed probable that images of direction
blocks would have to be aligned against each other to be able to construct
HDR maps with reasonable quality.

It seems that inaccurate estimation of the devices orientation, especially
around the vertical axis, is the primary source of error. We expect that
improving especially the yaw angle estimation could improve the results of
our methods and reduce the artifacts in both the SDR and HDR solutions.

The sharpness of the SDR solution is clearly better than HDR solutions,
but as the environment data is in standard dynamic range it cannot capture
the wide range of different light intesities of the environment. This makes the
SDR EM’s less viable for IBL methods, but in the light of current results the
SDR environment maps could probably be used to produce better quality
sharp reflections on mirror like surfaces. If the orientation estimation is
improved the HDR environment maps would most likely be better even for
sharp reflections.

The HDR solutions projection errors are clearly visible on the presented
unfiltered radiance environment maps. Also the SDR solutions curve like
artifacts are quite striking without any processing. However, if these maps
would be used with IBL methods, as explained in chapter 3, they would be
convoluted for different roughness values and for the irradiance kernel consist-
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ing of the whole hemisphere. This convolution leads to reduced frequencies
in the environment maps and thus the artifacts caused by misalignments
would become much less apparent. Results of such convonlution filtering are
illustrated in figure 5.9. These illustrations were produced by using a simpler
and less physically correct, but similar Gaussian filter algorithm. It can be
seen that even with a small filter kernel, which corresponds to low roughness
that is used on shiny surfaces when using Cook-Torrance BRDF, the artifacts
are no longer significant. Irradiance map corresponds to maximum roughness
where light reflected by a surface towards any direction comes uniformly from
the whole hemisphere. With irradiance and high roughness values the used
environment maps are so convoluted that the misalignments would clearly
have minimal, if any, effect on the quality of the IBL renderings.
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Figure 5.9: An illustration of how details diminish when radiance maps are
filtered for IBL. This leads to artifacts having a smaller effect on the render-
ings when considering rougher surfaces or diffuse lighting. This illustration
was produced with a Gaussian filter.

5.4 Suggested improvements

We spent a great amount of time adjusting the alignment algorithms to work
as well as possible. In the end the alignment of accumulated images was
not the primary cause of error. Instead the imprecise orientation estima-
tion caused different kinds of artifacts to appear in the environment maps
produced both by the SDR and HDR solutions.

To make our method work better especially when generating HDR en-
vironment maps it would be beneficial to improve the accuracy of the ori-
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entation estimation. Further research should be conducted to find suitable
methods for this. However, improving the accuracy of the projections is not
limited to having more precise angle values, but instead for example image
alignment methods could possibly be used to reduce the errors. In our test
application we used the orientation estimate from ARCore framework [20],
which in turn relies on values from Android Sensor API [19]. We were only
able to test the method on one device, OnePlus A5000, and it is possible
that different models produce sensor values of varying accuracy.
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Conclusions

It was learned that a process for producing relatively high quality SDR en-
vironment maps at application run time can be implemented without re-
stricting users movements. These SDR environment maps are however not
ideal for rendering objects with IBL methods because they cannot capture
the high dynamic range of natural light. If a mobile AR application benefits
from simple sharp reflections capturing these SDR maps might be a viable
option compared to capturing HDR maps which is more complex to imple-
ment. It would also be possible to combine both approaches and use the
SDR maps with highly reflective surfaces and the HDR environment maps
for other lighting information. It would be interesting to see in practice how
good results could be achieved simply by using these SDR maps with static
lighting. This could be examined in future work.

When aiming for environment based lighting the generation of HDR maps
with our method can be recommended, even if the method may produce some
more apparent artifacts than the SDR solution when used with shiny surfaces.
The cause of these problems was identified as the inaccurate estimation of
the device orientation that was particularly significant on the yaw angle.

Improving the pose estimation for environment mapping of real environ-
ments is a potential topic for further research. Using a more precise source
or method for orientation values, than the one we used in our test appli-
cation, could highly improve the results of our method. Overcoming the
problem is not limited into improving the accuracy of the sensor values, but
the inaccuracy could also be compensated with other methods such as image
alignment. The pose estimation and sensor API’s of mobile devices are also
likely to improve in the future as mobile device hardware and software are
constantly evolving.

As most recent consumer mobile phones include multiple cameras our
method could benefit from utilizing several cameras at the same time. In

78
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this case multiple images could be captured in parallel and thus our method
would become less prone to misalignment errors.

Overall, using image based lighting with automatically captured environ-
ment maps can be seen as a potential approach for modern augmented reality
applications that aim for visual realism. We consider that we were able to
match our goals and to present an alternative, a less restrictive solution for
capturing environment maps that is suitable for real-time mobile augmented
reality applications.
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